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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

WILSON DIVISION 
 
In the Matter of:        Case No.: 
 
EAGLES TRACE, LLC       08-04293-8-JRL 
AUMOND GLEN, LLC       08-04294-8-JRL 
BACK CREEK FARMS SUBDIVISION, LLC    08-04295-8-JRL 
SADDLEBROOK SUBDIVISION, LLC     08-04296-8-JRL 
CHANDLER OAKS, LLC       08-06507-8-JRL 
KELSEY GLEN, LLC       08-06503-8-JRL 
MYERS MILL, LLC       08-06508-8-JRL 
RIVER CHASE SUBDIVISION, LLC     08-06509-8-JRL 
THE HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION, LLC     08-06502-8-JRL 
THE RAPIDS AT BELMEADE, LLC     08-06504-8-JRL 
WATER MILL, LLC       08-06506-8-JRL 
LISMORE PARK, LLC       08-07026-8-JRL 
THE VILLAGE AT WINDSOR CREEK, LLC    08-07020-8-JRL 
OLD TOWNE, LLC        08-07170-8-JRL 
CALEDONIA SUBDIVISION, LLC     08-07535-8-JRL 
 Debtors        Chapter 11 
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 DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
 

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 1125(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, the above named 
Debtors hereby submit the following information: 
 
 I.  PURPOSE 
 

The purpose of this Disclosure Statement (“Disclosure Statement”) is to provide each holder 
of a claim against the Debtors with adequate information about the Debtors and the Debtors’ Plan of 
Liquidation (“Plan”) so that each holder of a claim may make an informed decision about whether to 
accept or reject the Plan.  Attached hereto as Exhibits “A” and “B,” are summaries of the Debtors’ 
assets and liabilities.  The Disclosure Statement summarizes the Plan’s contents and provides 
information relating to the Plan and the process the Bankruptcy Court will follow in determining 
whether to confirm the Plan.  The Disclosure Statement also summarizes the events leading to the 
Debtors’ filing of their Chapter 11 cases.  

 
All holders of claims should carefully review both the Disclosure Statement and the Plan 

before voting to accept or reject the Plan.  Holders of Claims should not rely solely on the Disclosure 
Statement but should also read the Plan.  The Plan provisions will control if there are any 
inconsistencies between the Plan and the Disclosure Statement.  
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 II.  SUMMARY OF PLAN 
 

THE FOLLOWING IS A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PLAN AND THE TREATMENT 
OF CREDITORS UNDER THE PLAN.  THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY ONLY.  
CREDITORS AND OTHER PARTIES IN INTEREST ARE URGED TO REVIEW THE MORE 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION CONTAINED IN THE PLAN AND THIS DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT.  

 
THE PLAN CONTEMPLATES A LIQUIDATION OF CERTAIN PROPERTY.  IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH THE PLAN, THE DEBTORS INTEND TO SATISFY CREDITOR 
CLAIMS WITH THE SALE OF PROPERTY OR AS OUTLINED HEREIN. 

 
The Plan consists of separate Chapter 11 Plans for each of the 15 Debtors named above.  

Because the Plans provide for identical treatment of similarly situated classes of creditors, the Plan 
groups the Debtors as the Reorganizing Debtors and the Non Operating Debtors.  In order for a 
Debtor to be a Reorganizing Debtor, certain conditions must be satisfied, otherwise such Debtor will 
be categorized as a Non-Operating Debtor.  Caledonia, Eagle’s Trace, Chandler Oaks, The Rapids at 
Belmeade, Saddlebrook, and any other Debtors that fail to meet the conditions necessary to be 
categorized as a Reorganizing Debtor will be Non-Operating Debtors.  

 
A summary of the Plan for the Reorganizing Debtors and the Non-Operating Debtors is as 

follows:  
 

A. Reorganizing Debtors 
 
The Plan provides that the Reorganizing Debtors will continue to operate and exist after the 

Effective Date, as part of NewCo1, an entity established pursuant to the terms of the Plan (see 
Section V.L of the Plan).  On the Effective Date, the Reorganizing Debtors will merge into NewCo, 
which will issue new equity as described in the Plan.  The Reorganizing Debtors will continue to sell 
lots and use the net proceeds from lot sales to fund continued construction, operations necessary to 
complete lots for sale and make payments to creditors.  Net Proceeds of Sale are defined in Section 
II of the Plan to mean the proceeds remaining after payment of (i) the seller’s closing costs, 
including attorney’s fees, property taxes, commission, is any, and any other customary item; (ii) the 
credits to the purchaser to refund its deposit under the contract, if any; and (iii) the amounts 
necessary to fund remaining construction for such quarter, if any, to the extent not paid by bank 
advances or other investment.  Upon the sale of lots, the First Priority Lender shall receive 85% of 
the Net Proceeds of Sale.  The Reorganizing Debtors shall receive 15% of the Net Proceeds of Sale.  
All payments to creditors other than the First Priority Lender to be made by the Reorganizing 
Debtors will be made out of this 15%.  

 
At this time, the Plan contemplates that the Reorganizing Debtors will continue to fund their 

operations and remaining construction costs, if any, from the lot sales proceeds.  However, the Plan 
                     
1 For purposes of this Disclosure Statement and the Plan, the newly created entity is referred to as “NewCo.”  The 
final name for such entity will be selected after confirmation of the Plans.  
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also allows for the possibility that such costs will be paid from new financing obtained from outside 
sources.  In the event an individual or entity wishes to loan new funds to some or all of the 
Reorganizing Debtors, a separate motion will be filed disclosing all of the terms of such lending 
arrangement.  

 
In addition, J. Franklin Martin will pledge certain assets as collateral for the payment of 

administrative claims.  This collateral may be pledged to secure any new financing obtained.    
 
While the Reorganizing Debtors are filing a joint plan that provides for similar treatment for 

classes of creditors, the Reorganizing Debtors’ liabilities are not being consolidated.  Liens currently 
secured by one project will remain secured only by that project and creditors will receive payments 
only from the liquidation of property owned by the Debtor that owes such creditor the obligation.  

 
The Plan contemplates that, on the first business day after the Effective Date, the NewCo 

Debtors shall merge with and into NewCo.  NewCo will issue stock to its members after an 
Operating Agreement is drafted. The members of NewCo will be some or all of the Landcraft 
Principals, and potentially others.  

 
Aumond Glen and Myers Mill will be Reorganizing Debtors, without the need to satisfy any 

conditions precedent, as these Debtors have already assumed their contracts with their builders.  The 
following Debtors will be categorized as Reorganizing Debtors only if the following conditions 
precedent have been satisfied:  

 
Back Creek    Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if:  

1. Contract with Eastwood is assumed; or  
2. Contract with Atreus is assumed; or 
3. Eastwood or Atreus letters of credit are drawn; or 

 
Old Towne    Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if: 

1. If the contract with Eastwood is assumed;2 or 
2. The Debtor is entitled to retain the proceeds of the     
            Eastwood letter of credit.   

 
River Chase    Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if: 

1. If the contract with Eastwood is assumed; or 
2. The Eastwood letter of credit is drawn.   

 
Lismore Park    Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if: 

1. If the contract with Eastwood is assumed; or 
2. The Eastwood letter of credit is drawn.   

 

 
2 The Debtor believes this contract was terminated pre-petition by Eastwood and therefore the Debtor is entitled to draw 
on the letter of credit.  However, if the contract remains in effect, the Debtor has the right to assume this contract. 
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illage at Windsor Creek  Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if: 
od is assumed; or 

 
elsey Glen    Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if: 

od is assumed; or 

 
he Heights    Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if: 

od is assumed; or 

 
ater Mil    Will be a Reorganizing Debtor if: 

twood or Keystone is 

d letter of credit is drawn.   
 

. Non-Operating Debtors  

he second group of Debtors (the “Non-Operating Debtors”) shall be comprised of 
Caledo

he Non-Operating Debtors have determined that the projects they own are not sufficiently 
healthy

hese properties shall have the stay lifted as of the Effective Date, if it has not been 
previou

  
RY, CORPORATE STRUCTURE, AND EVENTS LEADING TO THE 

V
1. If the contract with Eastwo
2. The Eastwood letter of credit is drawn.   

K
1. If the contract with Eastwo
2. The Eastwood letter of credit is drawn.   

T
1. If the contract with Eastwo
2. The Eastwood letter of credit is drawn.   

W
1. If the contract with Eas

assumed; or 
2. The Eastwoo

B
 
T
nia, Eagle’s Trace, Chandler Oaks, The Rapids at Belmeade, Saddlebrook, and any remaining 

Debtor that does not fulfill its conditions precedent to becoming a Reorganizing Debtor.  
 
T
 enough to survive in the current market conditions without additional financing or builder 

contracts.  Each of these projects lacks sufficient value to obtain the infusion of new money that 
would be required in order to complete these projects since the existing lenders are no longer 
advancing for the completion of these projects.  The only option would be to sell these properties in 
their current condition; however, these projects are unlikely to sell for anything in excess of the debt 
to the existing lienholder if sold.   

 
T
sly terminated, to allow for a foreclosure of the property.  Alternatively, the Non-Operating 

Debtors will sell the property to the existing First Priority Lender, free and clear of liens, in an 
amount equal to the outstanding balance owed to the First Priority Lender as of the date of sale by a 
credit bid.  Creditors in these cases will receive distributions only in the event excess proceeds 
remaining after the foreclosure by the First Priority Lender, or in the event of any collection of the 
accounts receivable owed by Landcraft, if any. 
 
 
 

III.  HISTO
FILING OF THE CHAPTER 11 CASES 
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A. istory of the Debtors  

The Debtors are North Carolina and South Carolina limited liability companies that engage 
in the b

B. vents Leading to Chapter 11 Filing 

1. Industry Downturn  

 he Debtors’ operations are concentrated in the real estate industry, which is cyclical by 

 

While the Debtors may have been able to weather the decline in the real estate industry, this 
decline

uilders have also faced a severe slowdown in home sales, due to the inability of buyers to 
obtain 

H
 

usiness of land development.  The Debtors’ members are J. Franklin Martin, Scott A. Stover, 
and Matthew A. McDonald.  The Debtors’ affiliate and managing member, Landcraft Management, 
LLC (“Landcraft”) and its predecessor Landcraft Properties, Inc. have been engaged in the real 
estate development business for over 20 years.  Mr. Martin, Mr. Stover, and Mr. McDonald are the 
sole members of Landcraft.  Each of the Debtors is the owner of a single piece of real estate, which 
is in the process of being developed into a subdivision.  

 
E

 

 
T

nature.  Recently, the residential real estate and homebuilding industry has gone through tremendous 
growth, fueled in part by speculative investments in real estate.  However, beginning in 2007, the 
real estate industry as a whole began to experience significant downturns and losses, and began 
downsizing operations.  Several national builders, including Lennar Corporation, Neumann Homes, 
Inc., Pulte Homes, and Levitt and Sons, Inc. all reported losses, and a number, Neumann Homes, 
Inc., Levitt and Sons, Inc., and Kimball Hill, Inc., filed for Chapter 11 protection.  This trend was 
reflective of a national trend in a slowing down of the real estate market.  The slowdown of the 
homebuilding industry has led to a slowdown in the sale of developed lots, as builders currently have 
an overabundance of available lots and the market for such lots is shrinking.   
  
 2. Crisis in the Mortgage Market and Credit Markets
 

 was accompanied by a crisis in the mortgage and credit markets.  Several of the nation’s 
largest lending institutions reported significant declines in earnings during the time leading up to the 
Debtors’ filing.  These declines were caused in some part by the subprime mortgage meltdown, 
whereby financial institutions experienced increased levels of defaults on residential mortgages as 
interest rates on variable rate loans reset to higher rates, leading to an inability by the borrower to 
continue making its mortgage payments.  These events resulted in a tightening of lending standards 
by financial institutions.  As a result, the Debtors and their affiliated companies were no longer able 
to obtain financing for new projects or refinance existing projects to obtain more favorable terms.  In 
addition, builders who purchase lots from the Debtors have experienced their own financing 
difficulties in obtaining financing which would allow them to finance the purchase of lots from the 
Debtors or their affiliates.  

 
B
financing and the overall concern over the declining value of real estate.  This in turn has 

resulted in the commencement of fewer new projects and a desire for builders with existing contracts 
to purchase fewer lots or consider walking away from their deposits due to their inability to sell 
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. The Debtors’ Historic Business Model   

 he Debtors’ business model has been for Landcraft to act as a management company of 

The Debtors, with guaranties by Landcraft and in some instances some or all of the Landcraft 

All overhead costs, such as payroll, rent, and utilities were incurred by Landcraft, which has 

Over the last 15 years, Eastwood has become the primary purchaser for all lots developed 
nd sol

The Debtors filed these cases to establish a central forum for the treatment of all creditors, to 
facilita

homes upon the lots purchased from real estate developers like the Debtors.  
 
3
 
T

each Debtor.  Using this business model, Landcraft would identify a tract of land in one of five 
markets: Charlotte, Greensboro, Charleston, Greenville, and the Coastal market.  Prior to purchasing 
this tract of land, Landcraft would conduct due diligence to determine the financial viability of the 
project.  Landcraft would also enter into a contract with a builder(s), typically Eastwood, to purchase 
the lots upon completion of the development work.  In some cases, Landcraft was introduced to a 
project by Eastwood.  After conducting this initial due diligence and securing a lot purchase 
contract, Landcraft would establish a limited liability company to close on the land purchase.  The 
lot purchase contracts would be assigned to the newly created entity at closing.  Coinciding with the 
closing, the Debtors would obtain bank financing to fund the purchase of the land and the 
development costs.  After closing on the land purchase, Landcraft would solicit funds from 
individuals or entities seeking to invest in the projects at a higher rate of return.  
 
 
Principals, entered into loan documents, which provided that 100% of the proceeds from the sale of 
lots, less any closing costs, would be paid to the A & D lender.  As a result, the Debtors would not 
receive any funds from closings until all liens on property had been fully satisfied.  
 
 
responsibility for the Debtors’ management in its role as manager.  The annual costs of managing the 
Debtors was prepaid by Landcraft and allocated annually to the based on a work in process formula 
or a per lot basis.  
 
 
a d by the Debtors.  It is estimated that Eastwood has purchased approximately 70% of the total 
lots sold by Landcraft entities or the Debtors over the course of their relationship.  In early 2008, 
Eastwood commenced discussions with the Debtors concerning modifications to their existing lot 
purchase contracts.  These discussions involved slower absorption rates, quicker returns of deposits, 
an accelerated completion schedule for amenities, and other modifications.  The Debtors were 
receptive to making some modifications to these contracts in light of the declining real estate market 
conditions.  Furthermore, the Debtors realized that Eastwood’s continued performance of its 
contracts, even in a modified form, would result in a greater return for creditors than if Eastwood 
defaulted on its contracts and the Debtors could only recover the deposits.  During this same time 
period, Eastwood sent notices that it was terminating its contracts for Eagle Creek, Eagles Trace, 
Caledonia, Old Towne, and Chandler Oaks before any of these cases were filed.  
 

te the sale of lots, and to preserve an orderly course of business for the wind down or sale of 
the assets.  
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IV.  THE CHAPTER 11 CASE 

A. Commencement of Cases 

On June 27, 2008, Eagle Creek, Eagles Trace, Back Creek, Aumond Glen, and Saddlebrook 
filed th

. “First Day” and Other Relief 

The Court has held a series of emergency and interim hearings to establish the procedure by 

on, since the Petition Dates, the Court has granted the following relief in some or all 

• Employment of various professionals for the Debtors and the Committee; 
blished 

vate sale of property to Eastwood, Atreus, Ryland Homes, and 

d Glen and Myers Mill, 

relief from stay in order to commence 

 
On October 22, 2008, the Committee filed a motion to substantively consolidate all of the 

pending

On November 24, 2008, the Committee filed a motion seeking the authority to consolidate all 

 

 

eir chapter 11 cases.  On September 22, 2008, The Heights, Kelsey Glen, The Rapids at 
Belmeade, Water Mill, Chandler Oaks, Myers Mill, and River Chase filed their chapter 11 petitions. 
 On October 9, 2008, The Village at Windsor Creek and Lismore Park filed their chapter 11 
petitions.  On October 15, 2008, Old Towne filed its Chapter 11 petition.  On October 29, 2008, 
Caledonia filed its chapter 11 petition.  
 
B
 
 
which the Debtors would be able to use proceeds of sale to fund their operations during the interim 
period until their Plans are confirmed.  Currently, the following Debtors have cash collateral orders 
in place: Aumond Glen, Myers Mill, The Heights, and Kelsey Glen.  
  
 In additi
of the cases:  
 

• Authority to sell property free and clear of liens according to an esta
procedure (The Heights, Kelsey Glen, Water Mill, River Chase, Myers Mill,  
Aumond Glen);  

• Approved the pri
Keystone pursuant to the terms of their existing contracts; 

• Allowing the assumption of Eastwood’s contracts at Aumon
the assumption of Keystone’s contract at Myers Mill, and allowing the assumption of 
Ryland Homes’ contract at Myers Mill; 

• Entered an Order allowing SunTrust 
foreclosure proceedings upon the Saddlebrook property; and  

 cases of the Debtors.  The Committee asked that all of the assets and liabilities of the 
Debtors be consolidated into one entity.  The Committee alleged in its motion the Debtors engaged 
in comingling of funds, that the Debtors were treated as a common entity, and that it would be in the 
best interest of creditors to have the cases consolidated.  A hearing was held on this matter on 
November 14, 2008.  At the conclusion of the hearing, the Court stated that it would not grant the 
Committee’s motion, and an Order was entered on November 26, 2008 to that effect.  
 
 
of the claims held by the Junior Deed of Trust Holders (Class 5) into one consolidated claim (the 
“Class Claim”).  The Committee’s motion asserted that funds received from Class 5 were co-
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C. ales of Lots  

Since July 2008, the following sales of lots have occurred:  

umond Glen  
astwood 

yers Mill 
o Ryland Homes 

D. anagement of the Debtors 

The Debtors are owned by J. Franklin Martin, Scott A. Stover, and Matthew A. McDonald.  
Some o

he Non-Operating Debtors will be managed by Landcraft or Landcraft Communities for the 
limited

E. laims Process and Claims Bar Dates  

The deadlines for creditors to file proofs of claims in each case (the “Claims Bar Date”) are 
as follo

he Claims Bar Date for Eagles Trace, Aumond Glen, Back Creek, and Saddlebrook was 

he Claims Bar Date for Chandler Oaks, Kelsey Glen, Myers Mill, River Chase, The 

mingled into one account maintained by Landcraft, and that it would be prohibitively expensive and 
difficult to determine which project a particularly individual’s funds actually benefited.  As a result, 
the Committee is requesting the creation of the Class Claim, whereby distributions made to the 
holder of any Class 5 claims will be shared pro rata with all Class 5 creditors.  An objection to this 
motion has been filed by the Bankruptcy Administrator, seeking to limit the creation of the Class 
Claim only to claims in entities that have filed Chapter 11 petitions.  An objection was also filed by 
First Tennessee Bank, asserting that the creation of a Class Claim will dilute any potential deficiency 
claim it may have and it is not clear how the Class Claim would be treated in a Plan.  It does not 
appear that any holders of Class 5 claims or other creditors objected to the motion.  A hearing is 
scheduled on this matter for January 28, 2009.  

 
S

 

 
A
51 lots sold to E
 
M
27 lots sold t
6 lots sold to Keystone  
 
M

 

f the Debtors are currently being managed by Landcraft Communities, LLC (“Communities”) 
which is an LLC owned by Martin, Stover, and McDonald, on an interim basis.  The remaining 
Debtors are being managed by Landcraft.  After the merger of the Reorganizing Debtors into 
NewCo, management will be the responsibility of NewCo, which will be managed by its members.  

 
T
 period of time necessary to wrap up their affairs following the disposition of their assets.  
 
C

 

ws:  
 
T
November 4, 2008. 
 
T
Heights, The Rapids at Belmeade, and Water Mill is January 27, 2009. 
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he Claims Bar Date for Lismore Park, The Village at Windsor Creek, and Old Towne is 

he Claims Bar Date for Caledonia is February 24, 2009.  

he Debtors’ Schedules and Statement of Financial Affairs listed all claims and the amount 
of such

The Plan establishes a deadline for any party with the right to file such a lien that was not 
perfect

ection IV of the Plan requires any party with the right to file a mechanic’s lien to perfect 
and enf

a. Filing a claim of lien with the clerk of court for the appropriate county, in 
accorda  wit

. Filing a proof of claim with the Bankruptcy Court by the earlier of (i) the date 
require y sta

 
ny creditor who does not follow this procedure shall have their claim treated as an unsecured 

. Pending and Potential Litigation  

Any causes of action to be pursued by or on behalf of the Debtors, including but not limited 
to Bank

 he Debtors’ Schedules included a list of payments made within 90 days immediately 

T
February 8, 2009. 
 
T
 
T
 claim known to the Debtors as of the Petition Date.  Since that time, certain creditors listed 

as unsecured creditors on the Schedules have filed mechanic’s liens pursuant to the North Carolina 
General Statutes and/or the South Carolina Code of Laws.  
 

ed and enforced prior to the Petition Dates to perfect and enforce such lien by the earlier of (i) 
the deadlines applicable under non-bankruptcy law; or (ii) the Claims Bar Date.  Creditors that had 
perfected and enforced a lien prior to the Petition Date do not need to take further action in order to 
comply with this requirement.  All other creditors with lien rights must comply with the procedure 
set forth in Section IV of the Plan.  

 
S
orce this lien by:  
 

nce h the statutory requirements, by the earlier of (i) the time period required by 
the relevant state statute; or (ii) the Claims Bar Date; and   

 
b
d b tute to enforce such lien; or (ii) the Claims Bar Date.  

A
claim.  
 
F
 

ruptcy Causes of Action, may be commenced prior to or after the Effective Date.  The 
proceeds thereof, if any, will be applied to payment of administrative, priority, and unsecured claims 
pursuant to the priorities of the Bankruptcy Code and orders of the Court.   

 
T

preceding the filing of the petition, a listing of all payments made to insiders within one year prior to 
the Petition Dates, and a listing of all transfers of property outside the ordinary course of business.  
No analysis of such payments or transfers has been made at this time and thus the Debtors cannot 
estimate the potential recovery, if any, from possible litigation surrounding such payments or 
transfers.  The Debtors and/or the Committee will perform an analysis of relevant payments to 
determine whether pursuit of any such recoveries is feasible or helpful to the estate.  The Plan 
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The Schedules set forth the total aggregate transfers:  

Eagles Trace   Regions Bank   $     40,516.69 
ion 

ent 

n scape

geme

specifically reserves the right to pursue all such litigation.  
 
 
 
 
     SAW Construct  $     62,410.00 
     Thomas Stanley Grading $     24,999.98 
     LandCraft Management $   209,219.00 
 Aumond Glen   Erosion Control Svcs  $     29,118.85 
     Hortiscapes   $     37,056.05 
     Lancaster Co Tax Coll $     11,576.36 
     Premier Concrete Svcs $       6,000.00 
     Southern Pools & Spas $   154,310.00 
     SunTrust Bank  $   637,603.90 
     LandCraft Management $   194,983.00 
 Back Creek Farms  Arcadis G & M  $     14,216.25 
     Blythe Developm  $   150,000.00 
     Erosion Control Svcs  $     34,135.30 
     KeyBank, NA   $1,017,369.00 
     LandCraft Management $   207,865.00 
 Saddlebrook   J.O. Flowe Grading  $   414,786.80 
     Power Engineering Co $     18,744.00 
     SunTrust Bank  $     20,208.06 
     LandCraft Management $   238,655.00 
 Chandler Oaks   LandCraft Management $1,295,406.52 
 Kelsey Glen   LandCraft Management $   316,444.79 
 Myers Mill   LandCraft Management $1,676,164.21 
 River Chase   LandCraft Management $          472.55 
 The Heights   LandCraft Management $     50,000.00 
 The Rapids   LandCraft Management $1,159,130.26 
 Water Mill   First Tennessee Bank  $     29,071.65 
     LandCraft Management $   363,983.76 
 Lismore Park   The Palmetto Bank  $     10,489.29 
     Anders, Inc.   $     44,380.00 
     LandCraft Management $   438,226.94 
 Village at Windsor Creek The Palmetto Bank  $       6,939.73 
     Anders, Inc.   $       5,850.00 
     Innovative La d   $       6,200.00 
     LandCraft Management $   224,050.00 
 Old Towne   SterlingSouth Bank & Trust $     22,790.84 
 Caledonia   Anders, Inc.   $     30,500.00 
     LandCraft Mana nt $1,261,567.42 
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1. Non-Insider Payments.   
 

A review of these payments shows that these payments were made to creditors holding 

2. Insider Payments 
 

Prior to the Petition Date, the Debtors advanced or received funds through Landcraft.  
Attache

ince Landcraft is currently involved in its own bankruptcy case, it is impossible for the 
Debtor

laims may exist against Landcraft, the Landcraft Principals, among the Debtors, and/or 
Class 5

3. Other Transfers  
 

Certain Debtors granted J. Franklin Martin deeds of trust to secure loans made to the Debtors 
and/or L

 
secured claims or creditors with the right to file mechanic’s liens on the Debtors’ property.  
Furthermore, these payments were made in payment of construction work performed at the projects, 
or in the case of payments to a bank, towards interest or principal of the acquisition and development 
loan.  As a result, the Debtors do not believe any avoidable payments were made; however, the 
Debtors will continue to investigate this matter post-confirmation.  
 

d as Exhibit “C” is a list of such amounts that are due to or due from Landcraft, as of June 
30, 2008.  Exhibit B lists the amounts owed to Landcraft as of the Petition Date, which updates the 
amounts shown on Exhibit “C,” for cases filed in September or October of 2008.  All of these 
amounts are owed as unsecured claims, either of the Debtors or of Landcraft.  

 
S
s to predict what, if anything, Landcraft will be able to distribute to its creditors, including the 

Debtors.  Furthermore, any such distributions from Landcraft will be shared pro rata with all 
unsecured creditors of Landcraft, and paid only after secured, administrative, and priority claims are 
paid in full.  As a result, the Debtors do not expect this receivable to be a significant asset available 
to fund the Debtors’ Plans.  

 
C
 based on payments made within the last two years.  However, the Debtors’ analysis of that 

issue leads the Debtors to believe that pursuing such causes of action will be inefficient and not 
result in a significant return, based on the likelihood of collection (i.e. the pending bankruptcy case 
of Landcraft), the potential creation of the Class Claim, which eliminates the effect of such transfers, 
and the contributions and outstanding amounts still owed to the Landcraft Principals, which would 
not be made if litigation ensured.  Furthermore, litigation would result in significant administrative 
expenses in pursuing such litigation, and the Debtors do not currently have a source of funds 
available to fund such litigation.  As a result, the Debtors have determined that the proposed Plans, 
the creation of the Class Claim, and the recovery from Landcraft of any receivables, if any, is the 
most efficient manner in which to proceed. 

 

andcraft.  Since December 2007, Mr. Martin has advanced over $829,625.00 directly to the 
Debtors and over $1,530,000.00 directly to Landcraft, as shown on Exhibit “D.”  These funds were 
used to pay the expenses of the Debtors, Landcraft, and other Landcraft affiliates.  The Plan provides 
that Mr. Martin will voluntarily waive his claims against the Debtors, except for claims subject to 
the Participation Agreements and classified in Class 5.  In exchange, the Debtors will agree to 
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. Outstanding Administrative Claims 

Pursuant to the requirements of the Code, all fees paid to professionals employed by the 
Debtor

Entity

release all claims they have against Mr. Martin under Sections 544, 547, and/or 548 of the Code, if 
any.  As a result, the Debtors will not need to pursue costly litigation to determine which liens, if 
any, may be avoidable. This will also result in an increase of funds available for distribution to other 
creditors.  
 
G
 

s and the Committee must be approved by the Court prior to payment.  As of the date of the 
filing of this Disclosure Statement, initial fee applications have been filed by counsel for the 
Debtors, counsel for the Committee, and by the Committee’s Financial Advisor.  The amounts of 
such initial fee applications, and the current status of payment are as follows:  

 
   Professional  Amount Approved   Status of Payment 

or Requested     
 

umond Glen  Stubbs & Perdue $34,268.31 approved  $  8,527.21 paid 

.21 paid 
led fo agles 

   Northen Blue  $51,673.75 uested  hearing 1/28/09 

   for 

ack Creek Farms Stubbs & Perdue $35,918.31 approved  $28,019.67 paid 

Stubbs & Perdue $31,240.98 approved  $31,240.98 paid 

addlebrook  Stubbs & Perdue $30,457.81 approved  $30,457.81 paid 

handler Oaks  Northen Blue  See above 

elsey Glen  Northen Blue  See above 

A
   Stubbs & Perdue $33,203.00 requested   

Northen Blue  $42,636.05 approved  $  8,527
(One fee application fi r Eagle Creek, E
Trace, Aumond Glen, Back Creek Farms, and 
Saddlebrook) 

req
      (One fee application filed for all Debtors) 

Neal Bradsher Taylor $25,665.11 requested  hearing 1/28/09 
   (One fee application filed all Debtors) 

 
B
   Northen Blue  See above 
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
  
Eagle’s Trace  
   Northen Blue  See above 
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
S
   Northen Blue  See above 
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
C
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
K
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
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yers Mill  Stubbs & Perdue $48,955.70 requested 

iver Chase  Northen Blue  See above 

he Heights  Northen Blue  See above 

he Rapids  Northen Blue  See above 

ater Mill  Northen Blue  See above 

ismore Park  Northen Blue  See above 

illage at  Northen Blue  See above 
aylor

ld Towne  Northen Blue  See above 

aledonia  Northen Blue  See above 

Due to the complexities involved in these cases, the Debtors are unable to project the amount 
of admi

. Builder Contracts, Builder Litigation, and Other Matters  

Each of the Debtors has at least one contract with Eastwood.  In addition, some of the 
Debtor

umond Glen 

 
M
   Northen Blue  See above 
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
R
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
T
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
T
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
W
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
L
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
V
Windsor Creek Neal Bradsher T  See above 
 
O
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 
 
C
   Neal Bradsher Taylor See above 

 

nistrative fees or costs that will be incurred by professionals.  All administrative claims shall 
be paid in full prior to distributions to priority or unsecured creditors in accordance with the 
priorities of the Code.  
 
H
 

s have contracts with other builders.  A brief summary of the Debtors’ status with each 
builder at each subdivision is as follows:  
 
A  

ly contract at Aumond Glen is with Eastwood.  Thus far, Eastwood has purchased 

 

The Debtor’s on
51 lots post-petition.  Eastwood is currently ahead of its takedown requirements at this time.  The 
Debtor has assumed its contract with Eastwood pursuant to an Order entered November 24, 2008.  
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ack Creek 
 
B  

as contracts with two builders at Back Creek.  

o lots have been purchased by Eastwood since the Petition Date.  The Debtor has filed a motion to 

he Debtor also has a contract with Atreus Communities of Charlotte, Inc. (“Atreus”).  No lots have 

aledonia

The Debtor h
 
N
assume this contract.  Eastwood has objected to this request and requested that the Court continue 
this matter until early January while it conducts discovery.  Eastwood is asserting that the contract is 
void ab initio for fraud, that the Debtors are in default under the contract, and that these defaults 
cannot be cured.  
 
T
been purchased by Atreus since the Petition Date.  The Debtor filed a motion to assume its contract 
with Atreus.  Atreus has filed a motion seeking authority to terminate this contract and has objected 
to the Debtor’s request to assume this contract.  This matter is currently pending before the Court 
and will be heard in early January 2009.  
 
C  

 Petition Date, Eastwood sent a notice terminating its contract at this project.  Eastwood 

handler Oaks

Prior to the
was the only builder at this project.    
 
C  

ion Date, Eastwood sent a notice terminating its contract at this project.  Eastwood 

agles Trace

Prior to the Petit
was the only builder at this project.  
 
E  

tition Date, Eastwood sent a notice allegedly terminating its contract at this project.  

he Heights

Prior to the Pe
While the Debtor initially contested the legal validity of this termination, the Debtor will reject this 
contract, to the extent it remains in existence. Eastwood is the only builder at this project.  
 
T  

ract the Debtor has at this project is with Eastwood.  Eastwood has not purchased any 

elsey Glen

The only cont
lots at The Heights since the Petition Date.  The Debtor has filed a motion to assume this contract.  
Eastwood has objected to this request and requested that the Court continue this matter until early 
January while it conducts discovery.  Eastwood is asserting that the contract is void ab initio for 
fraud, that the Debtors are in default under the contract, and that these defaults cannot be cured.  
 
K  

racts the Debtor has at this project are with Eastwood.  Eastwood has not purchased The only cont
any lots at Kelsey Glen since the Petition Date.  The Debtor has filed a motion to assume this 
contract.  Eastwood has objected to this request and requested that the Court continue this matter 
until early January while it conducts discovery.  Eastwood is asserting that the contract is void ab 
initio for fraud, that the Debtors are in default under the contract, and that these defaults cannot be 
cured.  
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ismore ParkL  
acts the Debtor has at this project are with Eastwood.  Eastwood has not purchased 

yers Mill

The only contr
any lots at Lismore Park since the Petition Date.  The Debtor will assume this contract.  The Debtor 
expects that Eastwood will object to the assumption of its contract and respond in a similar manner.  
 
M  

as three contracts with builders for this project.  

ursuant to an Order dated November 13, 2008, the Debtor has assumed its contract with Eastwood. 

ursuant to an Order dated October 30, 2008, the Debtor has assumed its contract with Ryland.  

eystone’s contract calls for Keystone to purchase 11 more lots at Myers Mill.  Pursuant to an Order 

ld Towne

The Debtor h
 
P
 Eastwood has not purchased any lots from the Debtor since the Petition Date, but understands that 
Eastwood is in the process of selecting the next lots it will purchase.  
 
P
Ryland has purchased 27 lots from the Debtor since the Petition Date.   
 
K
dated November 24, 2008, the Debtor has assumed its contract with Keystone.  Keystone has 
purchased six lots since the Petition Date. 
 
O  

he Debtor’s only contract at Old Towne is with Eastwood.  Prior to the Petition Date, Eastwood 

 the Debtor prevails in the litigation and the contract was terminated by Eastwood and never 

he Rapids at Belmeade 

 
T
sent a notice terminating its contract.  The Debtor and Eastwood had discussions regarding a term 
sheet that would have reinstated the contract.  The legal effect of these discussions on the existence 
of a contract is currently the subject of an adversary proceeding brought by Eastwood against the 
Debtor and Landcraft.  The Debtor’s position is that the contract was terminated and never reinstated 
or revived, as a written agreement was never signed by the parties after the termination letter was 
sent.  Eastwood’s position is that its contract termination was revoked and that the Debtor then 
defaulted on the contract because a lien was placed on the property.  The Debtor filed its petition 
before the cure period expired if the contract was in fact reinstated.   
 
If
reinstated, the Debtor will be entitled to retain the funds from Eastwood’s letter of credit that are 
currently being held in escrow.  In the event the Court determines that the contract was reinstated, 
the Debtor will assume the contract and cure the defaults as required by Section 365 of the Code.  
 
T  

ith Eastwood and Regent Homes.  The Debtor will reject these contracts.  

iver Chase

The Debtor has contracts w
 
R  

s the only builder at this project.  Eastwood has not purchased any lots since the Eastwood wa
Petition Date.  The Debtor has filed a motion to assume this contract.  Eastwood has objected to this 
request and requested that the Court continue this matter until early January while it conducts 
discovery.  Eastwood is asserting that the contract is void ab initio for fraud, that the Debtors are in 
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addlebrook

default under the contract, and that these defaults cannot be cured.  
 
S  

as contracts with Eastwood and Westport Homes.  The Debtor will reject these 

ater Mill

The Debtor h
contracts.   
 
W  

has contracts with Eastwood and Keystone at this project.  

astwood has not purchased any lots post-petition.  The Debtor has filed a motion to assume this 

he Debtor also has a contract with Keystone.  The Debtor has filed a motion to assume this 

illage at Windsor Creek 

The Debtor 
 
E
contract.  Eastwood has objected to this request and requested that the Court continue this matter 
until early January while it conducts discovery.  Eastwood is asserting that the contract is void ab 
initio for fraud, that the Debtors are in default under the contract, and that these defaults cannot be 
cured.  Eastwood also has a contract to purchase 15 lots in the River Ridge subdivision, which is a 
separate contract from the contract to purchase lots in Water Mill.  
 
T
contract.  Keystone has objected to this request.  This matter will be heard in January 2009.  
 
V  

r has at this project is with Eastwood.  Eastwood has not purchased any 

 Value of Assets, Lien Priorities, and Likely Distributions to Creditors in a Chapter 7 

The Debtors have valued all of their assets on Exhibit “A” using an “as completed” value, 

The Debtors have not reduced the values set forth on Exhibit “A” to present value.  If such 

The Debtors have not provided “as is” values of their property as they exist in their current 

The only contract the Debto
lots at the Village at Windsor Creek since the Petition Date.  The Debtor will assume this contract.  
The Debtor expects that Eastwood will object to the assumption of its contract and respond in a 
similar manner.  
 
I.
 
 
which reflects the sellout value of the lots, net of builder deposits, assuming all existing contracts 
remain in place and are sold at their current prices.  The values used by the Debtors reflect their 
opinion as to the value of the lots.  Given current market conditions, the Debtors are unable to 
provide a better value for the lots, as the only way to determine the value of the lots is to determine 
what a potential purchaser would pay for the lots.  
 
 
values were reduced to present value, they would reflect a discounted value reflective of the discount 
rate applied to such calculation.  
 
 
state, or a “foreclosure value” of their property.  However, it is the opinion of the Debtors that value 
of the property in its current condition or its value if the property were put up for sale at a 
foreclosure sale would be insufficient to provide payment to any creditors but the existing First 
Priority Lenders.  As a result, the Debtors believe that it is in the best interest of creditors to move 
forward with projects that remain viable in order to provide for the greatest return for all creditors.  
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A final category of assets consists of claims that the Debtors may have against other parties 
or each

J. lass 5 Carve Out and Partial Subordination of Claim for Purposes of Distribution Only 

One of the features of the Reorganizing Debtors’ Plans is a carve out from the amount 
otherw

he Debtors have conducted an analysis of the likely recovery to unsecured creditors based 
on the 

. In all cases, it appears that the First Priority Lenders (the banks who made acquisition 

2. In cases where the builders received collateral in the form of a deed of trust or 

3. The holders of claims in Class 5 (the Junior Deed of Trust Holders) appear to hold 

Holders of mechanic’s liens appear to have both secured claims, up to the value of the 
collater

 

 other pursuant to Sections 544, 547, and/or 548 of the Code.  As discussed above, the 
Debtors do not believe any causes of action for preferential payments to non-insiders exist which are 
worth pursuing.  However, the Debtors will continue to investigate this matter post-confirmation.  

 
C

 

ise owed to Class 5 on its secured claims.  The funds from this Carve Out would be paid to 
the unsecured creditors (Class 5), not to exceed 10% of the outstanding allowed claims, to the extent 
the project for which the creditor holds a claim is unable to make a distribution to unsecured 
creditors based on its available assets.   

 
T
priority of all liens recorded against the respective subdivisions.  This analysis yields the 

following general principals:  
 
1

and development loans) hold valid, first priority liens against the subdivisions.3  
 

mortgage to secure any earnest money deposit, these deeds of trust or mortgages appear to occupy 
the second priority position.4  
 

deeds of trust that occupy the second or third priority position, depending on the existence of a deed 
of trust to secure a builder deposit.  These deeds of trust were not all recorded on the same day.  It 
does appear that in some cases, mechanic’s liens were recorded which relate back to a first date of 
furnishing which would result in priority over some, but not all, of the Class 5 liens.  However, the 
Debtors’ analysis of these lien priorities reflects a situation where, based on the net proceeds 
projected to be available for distribution, the Class 5 liens that come ahead of the recorded 
mechanic’s liens would be entitled to all of the proceeds of sale, resulting in a treatment of these 
mechanic’s lien holders as unsecured creditors.  
 

al securing such claims, and in some cases, administrative claims, as the Debtors intend to 
assume their executory contracts for the Reorganizing Debtors that go forward with the sale of lots.  
As a result, these creditors would be entitled to have the defaults, if any, on their contracts cured 
promptly, as defined by the Code and the case law interpreting Section 365 of the Code.  As a result, 
                     
3 The Debtors continue to investigate this matter, and reserve the right to challenge the validity, priority, and extent 
of any lien at a later time.  
4 The Debtors continue to investigate this matter, and reserve the right to challenge the validity, priority, and extent 
of any lien at a later time.  
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his subordination and carve out will only occur as to distributions made from the proceeds 
receive

ANY CREDITOR OR PARTY IN INTEREST VOTING ON THE PLAN SHOULD 
ASSUM

V.  CLASSIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF

the Reorganizing Debtors propose to subordinate the claims of Class 5 to these claims and make pro 
rata payments from the sale of lots to such creditors.  

 
T
d from the sale of lots in a non-foreclosure context and will not affect or modify the actual 

priority of liens.  Distributions of other assets subject to liens will be paid in accordance with the 
priorities of the Code without any carve out of the proceeds or subordination.  
 

E IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH VOTE THAT CAUSES OF ACTION EXIST 
AGAINST SUCH CREDITOR OR PARTY IN INTEREST AND THAT THE POST 
CONFIRMATION DEBTOR MAY PURSUE SUCH CAUSES OF ACTION.  
  
  
 CLASSES OF CREDITORS 
 

The classification and treatment for each Debtor has been grouped into one of three 
categor

he Debtors classify the following classes of claims, indicating whether said class is 
impaire

 REORGANIZING DEBTORS  

A. Class 1 – Administrative Claims:

ies, as described above in the Summary of Plan.  Creditors within each category will receive 
the same treatment.  The exact class to which each creditor is assigned is shown on Exhibit “B.”  

 
T
d or unimpaired, and proposes the following treatment: 

 
I.
 

  
 

(1) Classification. Class 1 consists of claims for any cost or expense of administration 
pursuan

Stubbs & Perdue, P.A.       Attorney for the Debtors   To be determined by the Court 
e 

ttee
 

(2) Impairment

t to Sections 503, 506, and 507 of the Bankruptcy Code.  The following professionals will be 
paid subject to Court approval: 
 

Northen Blue, LLP        Attorney for the Committe To be determined by the Court 
Neal, Bradshear & Taylor   Financial Advisor for Commi  To be determined by the Court 

 . This class will be impaired. 

(3) Treatment
 

. Administrative costs and expenses approved by the Court shall receive 
pro rata distributions from th

amount owed to such claimant for the purposes of calculating distributions.  

e net sales proceeds, in accordance with the distribution schedule 
described in Section V of the Plan.  Distributions shall be made only after fees and expenses are 
approved by the Court.  Distributions shall be made pro rata to claimants within this class on a 
quarterly basis.  In the event that a claimant has an application pending with the Court at the time 
distributions are to be made, the amount requested in such application shall be included in the total 
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B. Class 2 – Ad Valorem Taxes: 

 
(1) Classification. Class 2 consists of claims for taxes owed by the Debtors to any city, 

ounty, or other municipality or taxing entity entitled to tax the property of the Debtors based upon 
the valu
c

e of the property assessed.  Ad valorem taxes for the calendar year 2008 and subsequent 
years are not yet past due. 

 
(2) Impairment. This class will be unimpaired.   

 
(3)  Treatment. Ad valorem taxes on property  D s’of the ebtor  estates shall be paid 

om the net proceeds of sale, in accordance with the priorities of the Code.  Distributions to claims 
in this c
fr

lass shall be made from the closing proceeds.    
 
C. Class 3 – Tax Claims:  

 
(1) Classification. Class 3 consists of claims against the Debtors for income taxes, 

ithholding taxes, unemployment taxes, excise taxes and/or any and all other taxes levied or entitled 
to be le
w

vied against the Debtors by the Internal Revenue Service, the North Carolina Department of 
Revenue, the South Carolina Department of Revenue, or the Employment Security Commission, 
plus interest as allowed by law.  No claims have been filed in this Class.  
 

(2) Impairment. This class will be unimpaired. 
 

(3) Treatment. The Debtors propose the following treatment: 

and in full including 
ccruals to date of payment within 30 days from the Effective Date of the Plan.   

 
laims from sale 

roceeds, in accordance with the priorities of the Bankruptcy Code. 

507(a)(8) of the Bankruptcy 
Code shall be paid the full amount of their allowed claims from the net proceeds of sale in 
accorda

lass 10 herein. 
 

 
Cost and expenses of administration, if any, shall be paid in cash 

a

Secured claims, if any, shall be paid the full amount of their allowed c
p

 
Unsecured priority tax claims if any, described in Section 

nce with Section V of the Plan, but in any event in cash (i) of a total value, as of the 
Effective Date, equal to the allowed amount of such claim; (ii) over a period ending not later than 
five (5) years after the Petition Date; and (iii) in a manner not less favorable than the most favored 
nonpriority unsecured claim provided for by the Plan.       
 

Unsecured general tax claims will be treated in C

D. Class 4—First Priority Lender Claims: 
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(1) Classification. The Plan defines “First Priority Lender Claims” as any claim that is 
derived

(2) Impairment

 from or based upon a promissory note, construction loan agreement, and/or deed of trust 
entered into between any debtor and lender that is secured by a valid, non-avoidable, first priority 
lien upon the property owned by the respective Debtors.  
 

. This class will be impaired.   

)  Treatment
 
(3 . Holders of claims in this Class will be treated as follows:  

a. Each claim shall be treated as a secured claim in an amount equal to (1) the 

b. Each holder of such claim shall retain all of its liens, with the priority thereof, 

c. On the Effective Date, title to the property securing such lien will be 

d. In the event any existing lender wishes to continue making advances under 

e. Claims in this Class shall continue to accrue interest at a rate equal to the 

f. NewCo will liquidate all of the collateral securing these claims over a period 

g. Any deficiency claims arising from the liquidation of the collateral securing 

 

balance outstanding on the Petition Date; plus (2) interest accruing at the contract rate of 
interest from the Petition Date; plus (3) costs and expenses approved by the Court pursuant to 
Section 506(b); plus (4) all post-petition advances, if any; less (5) all post-petition payments.  
This amount shall be the face amount of the principal balance under the Class 4 Loan 
Documents (defined below) and shall be the maximum amount secured by the Class 4 Loan 
Documents.  
 

as existed on the Petition Date pursuant to § 1129(b)(2)(A)(i)(I) of the Bankruptcy Code, until 
its claim is paid in full, or as otherwise set forth herein.  

 

transferred to NewCo via a bankruptcy deed or general warranty deed.  After such transfer is 
recorded and indexed on the public record, NewCo will issue new promissory notes, deeds of 
trust, and mortgages (using the standard North Carolina Bar Association Promissory Note and 
Deed of Trust forms, and the South Carolina mortgage form as applicable) (collectively the 
“Class 4 Loan Documents”).  The Class 4 Loan Documents will incorporate the terms of the 
Confirmed Plan.  

 

their existing loan documents, advances shall be made pursuant to the terms agreed upon by 
the Debtors/NewCo and the lender, and shall be documented by new loan documents.  

 

existing non-default contract rate of interest until paid in full.  
 

of time in order to satisfy these claims.  The release fee for the sale of any lot sold by NewCo 
shall equal 85% of the Net Proceeds of Sale.   
 

these claims shall be treated in Class 10 herein.  After any deficiency claim becomes a 
liquidated claim, a proof of claim must be filed as described in Section V.J of the Plan or such 
claim shall be treated as satisfied in full.  Failure to file such deficiency claim shall extinguish 
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. Class 5 – Junior Deed of Trust Holders & TIC Owners:

all further obligations under the existing obligation or the Class 4 Loan Documents 
notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary.  
 
E  

) Classification
 
(1 . The Plan defines “Junior Deed of Trust Holders and TIC Owners” as 

any cla

(2) Impairment

im that is derived from or based upon a promissory note, deed of trust, mortgage, or Tenancy 
in Common Agreement.  On November 24, 2008, the Committee filed a motion seeking to 
consolidate the claims of all Junior Deed of Trust Holders and TIC Owners in all pending cases and 
provide for distributions to be made on a pro rata basis (the “Class Claim”).  A hearing is scheduled 
on this matter for January 28, 2009.  
 

. This class will be impaired. 

) Treatment
 
(3 . Holders of claims in this Class will be treated as follows:  

i. Each claim shall be treated as a secured claim in an amount equal to (1) the 

b. On or before the Effective Date, the TIC Owners shall deed their respective 

c. On the Effective Date, title to the property securing such lien will be 

d. Members of this Class shall retain all of their respective liens as existed on 

 

balance outstanding on the Petition Date; plus (2) interest accruing at the contract rate of 
interest from the Petition Date if permitted under Section 506(b); plus (3) costs and expenses 
approved by the Court pursuant to Section 506(b); less (4) all post-petition payments; 
provided however, distributions shall first be applied in payment of outstanding principle 
until paid in full, then to payment of outstanding costs or expenses allowed by the Court, and 
last to outstanding accrued interest.  The amount owed by each individual Debtor shall be the 
face amount of the principal balance under the Class 5 Loan Documents (defined below) and 
shall be the maximum amount secured by the Class 5 Loan Documents as to each Debtors’ 
property.  
 

interests to the Debtor(s)/and or NewCo.  The terms of the Tenancy in Common Agreements 
concerning distributions shall remain in effect.  

 

transferred to NewCo via a bankruptcy deed or general warranty deed.  After such transfer is 
recorded and indexed on the public record, NewCo will issue new promissory notes, deeds 
of trust, and mortgages (using the standard North Carolina Bar Association Promissory Note 
and Deed of Trust forms, and the South Carolina mortgage form as applicable) (collectively 
the “Class 5 Loan Documents”).  The Class 5 Loan Documents will incorporate the terms of 
the Confirmed Plan.  The liens granted by the Class 5 Loan Documents will be junior to the 
liens granted to Class 4, but shall retain its priority as to all other liens upon the property.   

 

the Petition Date pursuant to § 1129(b)(2)(A)(i)(I) of the Bankruptcy Code, until the claims 
are paid in full, or as otherwise set forth herein; provided however, such liens and the 
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distributions to holders of allowed claims in this Class shall be subordinate to the payment of 
allowed claims in the following Classes and to the extent and in the priority set forth below: 

 
i. Distributions to the holders of allowed claims in Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 

6.  
 
ii. Distributions to the holders of allowed claims in Class 8, but only to 

the extent such liens currently have priority over the liens held by Class 8 and only to 
the extent the value of the collateral is sufficient to treat such claim as secured.  

 
iii. Distributions to the holders of allowed claims in Class 10, but not 

exceeding 10% of the allowed claims of such Debtor.  
 

e. This Class will receive the net sales proceeds remaining after payment of (i) 
the allowed claims in Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6; (ii) allowed claims in Class 8 but only to the 
extent such liens currently have priority over the liens held by Class 8 and only to the extent 
the value of the collateral is sufficient to treat such claim as secured; and (iii) allowed claims 
in Class 10, but not exceeding 10% of the allowed claims in this class. 
 

f. The Committee Disbursing Agent shall make all distributions to this Class as 
set forth in Section V of the Plan.  In the event the Class Claim is allowed, distributions will 
be made by the Committee Disbursing Agent on a pro rata basis.  If the Class Claim is 
allowed, the amount received by Class 5 from any particular project shall not exceed the 
amount to which the liens recorded against that particular project would be entitled.5 In the 
event the Class Claim is disallowed, distributions shall be made in accordance with the 
Participation Agreement for each applicable Debtor.  

 
g. Any deficiency claims arising from the liquidation of the collateral securing 

these claims shall be treated in Class 10 herein.  After any deficiency claim becomes a 
liquidated claim, a proof of claim must be filed as described in Section __ of the Plan or such 
claim shall be treated as satisfied in full.  Failure to file such deficiency claim shall 
extinguish all further obligations under the existing obligation or the Class 5 Loan 
Documents notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary.  
 
F. Class 6—Mechanic’s Liens:  
 
(1) Classification. Class 6 consists of the claims of all holders of claims secured by 

mechanic’s liens on the Debtors’ properties or holders of claims that still retain the right under state 
law to file mechanic’s liens.  Creditors listed on Exhibit “B” who have not yet taken the steps to 
perfect and enforce a claim of lien will only be treated in this Class if they follow the procedure 
outlined in Section IV of the Plan concerning the bar date for perfecting and enforcing such liens.  
                     
5 By way of example, if the aggregate liens of the Junior Deed of Trust Holders that existed on a project on the Petition 
Date was $5,000,000.00, the distribution towards the Class Claim from such project will not exceed $5,000,000.00, 
notwithstanding the fact that the total Class Claim will significantly exceed this amount.  
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(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 

 
(3) Treatment. Allowed claims in this Class shall be treated as a secured obligation of 

the Debtor up to the value of the collateral securing the claim, in an amount equal to (1) all 
outstanding principal and interest due on the Petition Date; plus (2) costs and expenses approved by 
the Court pursuant to Section 506(b); less (3) any post-petition payments.  Payments shall be made 
to this Class from the net proceeds of sale in accordance with the priorities of the Bankruptcy Code 
and Section ___ of the Plan.  Any deficiency will be treated in Class 10 herein.  

  
G. Class 7 – Builder Contracts Assumed by the Debtors:  
 
(1) Classification. This class consists of all executory contracts previously assumed by 

the Debtors pursuant to prior Orders of the Court or other executory contracts that the Debtors will 
assume in the Plan. Exhibit B contains a list of all contracts previously assumed or which will be 
assumed in the Plan.  The Debtors have filed separate motions as to the majority of the outstanding 
executory contracts, many of which are still pending before the Court.  If a separate motion to 
assume has been filed, that claim will only be treated in this Class if such motion is allowed.  In the 
event such motion is not allowed, claims will be treated in Class 8.  

 
(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 
(3) Treatment. To the extent not already previously assumed by separate Orders, or 

the subject of a pending motion, the Debtors hereby assume all of the executory contracts listed on 
Exhibit B.  Any defaults under such contracts will be cured in the manner laid out in the Orders 
entered by the Court.  

 
To the extent the Debtors have assumed executory contracts which provide security for 

builder earnest money deposits through a deed of trust or letter of credit, those deeds of trust and 
letters of credit shall be satisfied and/or returned in the manner outlined in the contracts.  

 
H. Class 8—Executory Contracts Rejected by the Debtors:   
 
(1) Classification. This class consists of all executory contracts rejected by the Debtors as 

shown on Exhibit B or executory contracts that the Court determined could not be assumed by 
separate Orders.  

 
(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 
(3) Treatment. All claims in this Class will be treated in Class 10.  In the event the 

claim arising from the rejection of such contract is secured by collateral, NewCo shall satisfy such 
claim through the Net Proceeds of Sale from the sale of lots, in accordance with the priority of liens. 
 Such creditor shall receive the Net Proceeds of Sale, in the order of the priority of liens at the same 
release price established for Class 4, after all senior liens have been satisfied in full.  Any claim 
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arising from the rejection of such contract must be filed in the manner specified in Section IX of the 
Plan.  Failure to comply with Section IX of the Plan shall extinguish all further obligations on such 
claim.  

 
I. Class 9 —J. Franklin Martin (“Martin”):  
  
(1) Classification. The Debtors have certain secured obligations to Martin arising from 

funds advanced by Martin to some or all of the Debtors.  These obligations consist of secured 
claims, unsecured claims, and administrative claims, as detailed on Exhibit “D.”  These obligations 
are secured by deeds of trust on The Heights, Lismore Park, Water Mill, Chandler Oaks, and other 
non-debtor affiliates.  

 
(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 
(3) Treatment. Martin will waive all claims against the Debtors arising from amounts 

advanced to the Debtors and secured by deeds of trust and any administrative claims shown on 
Exhibit “D.”  These deeds of trust will be released as upon confirmation of the Plans.  

 
J. Class 10 —General Unsecured Creditors:  

 
(1) Classification. This class consists of all allowed, undisputed, non-contingent 

unsecured claims listed on the Debtors’ petitions or otherwise approved by the Court.  
 
(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired.  
 
(3) Treatment. The allowed Claims in this Class, as determined by the Court as of the 

Petition Date (without post-petition interest, attorneys’ fees or costs) shall be paid from net sale 
proceeds (i) otherwise due to Class 5 up to 10% of the allowed claims, and (ii) to the extent available 
from net sale proceeds after payment in full of all allowed Class 5 claims, and any other assets 
recovered by the Debtors.  Distributions shall be made to this Class in accordance with Section V of 
the Plan.  

 
K. Class 11 – Equity Security Holders:  

 
 (1) Classification. This class consists of the members of the Debtors.  
 

(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 

(3) Treatment. The Debtor will liquidate its assets as set forth above.  All membership 
interests in the Debtors will be canceled upon the Effective Date and members of the Debtors shall 
receive nothing from the Debtors on account of their existing equity interest.  
 
 
II. NON-OPERATING DEBTORS 
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A. Class 1 – Administrative Claims:  

 
(1) Classification. Class 1 consists of claims for any cost or expense of administration 

pursuant to Sections 503, 506, and 507 of the Bankruptcy Code.  The following professionals will be 
paid subject to Court approval: 
 

Stubbs & Perdue, P.A.  Attorney for the Debtors   To be determined by the Court 
Northen Blue, LLP           Attorney for the Committee To be determined by the Court 
Neal, Bradshear & Taylor  Financial Advisor for Committee  To be determined by the Court 

 
 (2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 

(3) Treatment. Administrative costs and expenses approved by the Court shall receive 
pro rata distributions from any assets available for distribution, in accordance with the priorities of 
the Code.  Distributions shall be made only after fees and expenses are approved by the Court.  In 
the event that a claimant has an application pending with the Court at the time distributions are to be 
made, the amount requested in such application shall be included in the total amount owed to such 
claimant for the purposes of calculating distributions.  

 
B. Class 2 – Ad Valorem Taxes: 

 
(1) Classification. Class 2 consists of claims for taxes owed by the Debtors to any city, 

county, or other municipality or taxing entity entitled to tax the property of the Debtors based upon 
the value of the property assessed.   

 
(2) Impairment. This class will be unimpaired.   

 
(3)  Treatment. Ad valorem property taxes shall be the responsibility of the purchaser 

of this property.  
 
C. Class 3 – Tax Claims:  

 
(1) Classification. Class 3 consists of claims against the Debtors for income taxes, 

withholding taxes, unemployment taxes, excise taxes and/or any and all other taxes levied or entitled 
to be levied against the Debtor by the Internal Revenue Service, the North Carolina Department of 
Revenue, the South Carolina Department of Revenue, or the Employment Security Commission, 
plus interest as allowed by law.  Claims in this Class are shown on Exhibit “B.”   
 

(2) Impairment. This class will be unimpaired. 
 

(3) Treatment. The Debtors propose the following treatment: 
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Cost and expenses of administration, if any, shall be paid in cash and in full including 
accruals to date of payment within 30 days from the Effective Date of the Plan.   
 

Secured claims, if any, shall be paid the full amount of their allowed claims from sale 
proceeds, in accordance with the priorities of the Bankruptcy Code. 

 
Unsecured priority tax claims if any, described in Section 507(a)(8) of the Bankruptcy 

Code shall be paid the full amount of their allowed claims from the net proceeds of sale, if any, from 
other assets distributed by the Debtors, or from funds advanced to the Debtors, but in any event in 
cash (i) of a total value, as of the Effective Date, equal to the allowed amount of such claim; (ii) over 
a period ending not later than five (5) years after the Petition Date; and (iii) in a manner not less 
favorable than the most favored nonpriority unsecured claim provided for by the Plan.       
 

Unsecured general tax claims will be treated in Class 9 herein. 
 
D. Class 4—First Priority Lender Claims: 

 
(1) Classification. The Plan defines “First Priority Lender Claims” as any claim that is 

derived from or based upon a promissory note, construction loan agreement, and/or deed of trust 
entered into between any Debtor and lender that is secured by a valid, non-avoidable, first priority 
lien upon the property owned by the respective Debtors.  
 

(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired.   
 
(3)  Treatment. The automatic stay shall be lifted on the Effective Date and the First 

Priority Lenders shall have the right to exercise their rights under their existing loan documents.  
Any deficiency claims arising from the liquidation of the collateral securing these claims shall be 
treated in Class 9 herein.  After any deficiency claim becomes a liquidated claim, a proof of claim 
must be filed as described in Section V.J of the Plan or such claim shall be treated as satisfied in full. 
 Failure to file such deficiency claim shall extinguish all further obligations under the existing 
obligation notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary.  Alternatively, the First Priority 
Lenders shall have the option to purchase the property free and clear of liens on the Effective Date 
via a credit bid, for an amount equal to the outstanding loan balance as of the purchase date.  Any ad 
valorem property taxes shall be the responsibility of the purchaser.  

 
E. Class 5 – Junior Deed of Trust Holders & TIC Owners: 
 
(1) Classification. The Plan defines “Junior Deed of Trust Holders and TIC Owners” as 

any claim that is derived from or based upon a promissory note, deed of trust, mortgage, or Tenancy 
in Common Agreement.  On November 24, 2008, the Committee filed a motion seeking to 
consolidate the claims of all Junior Deed of Trust Holders and TIC Owners in all pending cases and 
provide for distributions to be made on a pro rata basis (the “Class Claim”).  This matter is currently 
pending before the Court.  
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(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 
(3) Treatment. In the event any excess proceeds exist after the disposition of the real 

property securing this claim, these funds shall be distributed to holders of claims in this class.  Any 
deficiency claims arising from the liquidation of the collateral securing these claims shall be treated 
in Class 9 herein.  The Committee Disbursing Agent shall make all distributions to this Class as set 
forth in Section V of the Plan.  In the event the Class Claim is allowed, distributions will be made by 
the Committee Disbursing Agent on a pro rata basis.  In the event the Class Claim is disallowed, 
distributions shall be made in accordance with the Participation Agreement for each applicable 
Debtor.  

 
F. Class 6—Mechanic’s Liens:  
 
(1) Classification. Class 6 consists of the claims of all holders of claims secured by 

mechanic’s liens on the Debtors properties or holders of claims that still retain the right under state 
law to file mechanic’s liens.  

 
(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 

 
(3) Treatment. The automatic stay shall be lifted on the Effective Date and the First 

Priority Lenders shall have the right to exercise their rights under their existing loan documents.  
Any deficiency claims arising from the liquidation of the collateral securing these claims shall be 
treated in Class 9 herein.   

  
G. Class 7 – Executory Contracts:  
 
(1) Classification. This class consists of all executory contracts and unexpired leases held 

by the Debtors as shown on Exhibit B or executory contracts that the Court determined could not be 
assumed by separate Orders.  

 
(2) Impairment.  This class will be impaired. 
 
(3) Treatment.  All executory contracts and unexpired leases will be rejected.  Any claim 

arising from the rejection of such contract must be filed in the manner specified in Section IX of the 
Plan.  Failure to comply with Section IX of the Plan shall extinguish all further obligations on such 
claim.  All claims in this class will be treated in Class 9.  
 

H. Class 8 —J. Franklin Martin (“Martin”):  
  
(1) Classification. The Debtors have certain secured obligations to Martin arising from 

funds advanced by Martin to some or all of the Debtors.  These obligations consist of secured 
claims, unsecured claims, and administrative claims, as detailed on Exhibit “D.”  These obligations 
are secured by deeds of trust on The Heights, Lismore Park, Water Mill, and Chandler Oaks.  
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(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 
(3) Treatment. Martin will waive all claims against the Debtors arising from amounts 

advanced to the Debtors and secured by deeds of trust and any administrative claims shown on 
Exhibit “D.”  

 
I. Class 9 —General Unsecured Creditors:  

 
(1) Classification. This class consists of all allowed, undisputed, non-contingent 

unsecured claims listed on the Debtors’ petitions or otherwise approved by the Court.  
 
(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired.  
 
(3) Treatment. This class will receive any proceeds remaining after satisfaction of the 

claims of all senior classes.  It is not anticipated that this class will receive any distributions after a 
liquidation of the real property.  It is not known whether any distributions will be made after the 
liquidation and distribution of all other assets.  All distributions to this class will be made in 
accordance with Section V of the Plan.  

 
J. Class 10 –Equity Security Holders:  

 
 (1) Classification. This class consists of the members of the Debtors.  
 

(2) Impairment. This class will be impaired. 
 

(3) Treatment. All membership interests in the Debtors will be canceled upon the 
Effective Date and members of the Debtors shall receive nothing from the Debtors on account of 
their existing equity interest.  
 

VI.    MEANS OF EXECUTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SALES PROCEEDS 
 

A. Sale Free and Clear of Liens.  The Debtors’ inventory consists of lots located in the 
various subdivisions owned by the Debtors.  All property sold under the Debtors’ Plan will be sold 
free and clear of liens, regardless of who is the final purchaser for such lots.  In order to expedite the 
sale process, provide clear title to the lots sold, and satisfy certain anticipated requirements of title 
insurance companies providing title insurance to the purchasers of lots, simultaneous with the entry 
of the Order Confirming Plan, the Debtors may ask the Court to enter a new free and clear order, 
which shall remove any restrictions on the sale of property free and clear of liens contained in the 
earlier Free and Clear Orders that have been entered.  No further motions related to the sales of 
property shall be required; provided however, the Debtors may file such motions and seek such 
orders to the extent needed to provide reasonable comfort or accommodation to the lot purchasers. 

 
B. Reorganizing Debtors.  
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1. Distribution of Sales Proceeds.  Upon the sale of any of the Reorganizing 
Debtors’ property, the liens secured by such property shall attach to the net proceeds of sale. 
 The costs of sale, including property taxes, closing costs, and costs allowed by Section 
506(c), if any, shall be paid directly from the closing proceeds.  Thereafter, the Net Sales 
Proceeds shall be distributed as follows, until all Net Sales Proceeds are exhausted:  
 

a. First, 85% of the net sales proceeds shall be paid to the applicable 
Class 4 Claim, until the claim is paid in full as described in Class 4.  This payment 
shall be reflected on any HUD settlement statement, and shall be paid by the closing 
attorney directly from the sales proceeds. The remaining 15% of the Net Sales 
Proceeds shall be paid to NewCo.  

 
b. Next, to the Committee Disbursing Agent for payment of the allowed 

claims in Classes 6 and 8 if applicable, until such claims are paid the amount 
described in the treatment for each Class.  Payments to these classes shall be made 
pro rata to claims within Class 6.     

 
c. Next, to the Committee Disbursing Agent for payment of the allowed 

claims in Class 10, not to exceed 10% of the total amount of such claims.  
 

d. Last, all remaining proceeds shall be paid to the Committee 
Disbursing Agent for distribution to the holders of allowed claims in Class 5.  In the 
event the Class Claim is allowed, distributions shall be made pursuant to the Order 
allowing the Class Claim.  In the event the Class Claim is disallowed, distributions 
will be made by the Committee Disbursing Agent according to the Participation 
Agreements in each respective case.  

 
e. Any funds received from sources other than the liquidation of 

property will be distributed in accordance with the priorities of the Code and will be 
made within a reasonable time after such funds are received.  As set forth in the 
Disclosure Statement, it is expected that the main source of the recovery of such 
funds will be from funds received from Landcraft, if any amounts are actually 
determined to be owed and are paid by Landcraft.  

 
C. Non-Operating Debtors.  

 
1. Upon the Effective Date or, in the case of a Reorganizing Debtor, the 

date it becomes a Non-Operating Debtor, the automatic stay shall be lifted and all 
secured creditors shall be afforded their remedies under the existing loan documents, 
including the right to foreclose.  Alternatively, any First Priority Lender may elect to 
purchase the real property acting as collateral for its claim through a sale free and 
clear of liens via a credit bid; provided however, that the sale price of such credit bid 
must equal at least the full amount of the obligation owed to such lender as of the 
purchase date.  
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2. Any funds received from sources other than the liquidation of 

property will be distributed in accordance with the priorities of the Code and will be 
made within a reasonable time after such funds are received.  As set forth in the 
Disclosure Statement, it is expected that the main source of the recovery of such 
funds will be from funds received from Landcraft, if any amounts are actually 
determined to be owed and are paid.  

 
D. Disbursements by Committee Disbursing Agent.  All disbursements made by the 

Committee Disbursing Agent shall be considered made when received by the 
Committee Disbursing Agent.  The Committee Disbursing Agent shall then make 
disbursements to holders of claims within each Class pro rata, based on their 
respective claims and the terms of the Agreement as soon as practical after receipt of 
such payment, but in no event more than 15 days after receipt of such payment.  All 
payments received shall be applied against principal unless and until it is determined 
that the value of the collateral securing such claims will be sufficient to allow for a 
recovery of interest.  All costs and expenses incurred by the Committee Disbursing 
Agent in making such distributions shall be paid prior to any disbursements being 
made.  

 
E. Delivery of Distributions in General.  Distributions to holders of allowed claims shall 

be made:  (i) at the addresses set forth in the proofs of claim filed by such holders; 
(ii) at the addresses set forth in any written notices of address change submitted to 
the Court or Attorney for the Debtor after the date on which any related proof of 
claim was filed; or, if the information described in clauses (i) or  (ii) is not available, 
(iii) at the addresses reflected in the Debtor=s schedules of liabilities.  Distributions to 
Noteholders will be made by the Committee Disbursing Agent in the manner he 
elects.  

 
F. De Minimis Distributions.  No interim distribution of less than fifty dollars ($50.00) 

shall be required to be made to any holder of an allowed unsecured claim.  Instead, 
the Committee Disbursing Agent shall have the option of retaining such funds in 
escrow to be distributed at the time of the final distribution in accordance with the 
Plan.  In any event, no distribution in an amount less than five dollars ($5.00) shall 
be made to any creditor, and such de minimus distributions shall be treated in the 
same manner as Unclaimed Distributions.  

 
G. Timing of Distributions.  Any distribution required to be made hereunder on a day 

other than a business day shall be made on the next succeeding business day.  
 

H. Unclaimed Distributions.  If any distribution remains unclaimed for a period of 90 
days after it has been delivered, or attempted to be delivered, such unclaimed 
property shall be forfeited by such holder of the claim and the Committee Disbursing 
Agent shall not attempt to make any further distribution of such holder of the claim.  
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Undistributed property shall be retained by the Committee Disbursing Agent for 
distribution in accordance with the Plan.  

 
I. Reserve for Disputed Claims.  On and after the Effective Date, the Debtors or the 

Committee Disbursing Agent, as applicable, will reserve distributions for the holders 
of Disputed Claims in a segregated account (the “Disputed Claims Reserve”) for the 
benefit of the holders of the Disputed Claims entitled thereto under the Plan.  Except 
to the extent that the Court shall have estimated under Section 502(c) of the Code or 
otherwise determined that a good and sufficient reserve for Disputed Claims is less 
than the full amount thereof, there will be deposited into the Disputed Claims 
Reserve an amount of cash which would have been disbursed on account of all 
Disputed Claims if all Disputed Claims were allowed in the full amount claimed by 
the holders thereof.  At such time as a Disputed Claim becomes an Allowed Claim, 
the distribution that would have been disbursed had the Disputed Claim been an 
Allowed Claim on the Effective Date shall be released from the Disputed Claims 
Reserve and delivered to the holder of such Allowed Claim within thirty days. 

 
J. Deadlines for Post Confirmation Actions  
 

1. Administrative Claims, Fee Applications, and Claim Objections.  All 
objections to claims, fee applications, and administrative claims will be filed with the Court 
within 60 days of the Effective Date, unless otherwise extended by the Court.     

 
2. Deficiency Claims.  Any creditor, except Class 8 (Reorganizing Debtors) and 

Class 7 (Non-Operating Debtors) asserting a deficiency claim shall file a proof of claim 
within 30 days after the determination that such deficiency claim exists or be forever barred 
from asserting any deficiency claim and such obligation shall be deemed paid in full.  In the 
event the Debtors obtain its Final Decree prior to the determination of any deficiency claim, 
such creditor shall inform the Committee Disbursing Agent and counsel for the Debtors of 
such deficiency claim within the same time period.  In such event, a proof of claim form 
shall not be required, but the secured creditor shall provide notice of such deficiency claim to 
the Committee Disbursing Agent and counsel for the Debtors in a writing containing the 
amount of such claim and the basis for such deficiency claim.  

 
3. Adversary Proceedings.  All adversary proceedings shall be filed in the 

manner described in Section X of the Plan.  
 
 L. Issuance of NewCo Stock.  On the Effective Date, NewCo will issue membership 
interests to the owners of NewCo and cause an Operating Agreement for NewCo to be drawn up.  
This Operating Agreement will incorporate the terms of the Confirmed Plan and contain provisions 
sufficient to implement the confirmed Plan.   
 

VII.  PRESERVATION OF SECTION 506(c) CLAIMS 
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 Notwithstanding confirmation of the Plan and the occurrence of the Effective Date, except to 
the extent otherwise expressly provided herein, the Debtors shall have the right to seek recovery of 
the cost of maintaining and preserving any collateral or property.    
 

VIII.  DISCLAIMER 
 

All parties are advised and encouraged to read this Disclosure Statement and the Plan in their 
entirety before voting to accept or reject the Plan or before voting on any other matter as provided 
for herein. 

 
Plan summaries and statements made in this Disclosure Statement are qualified in their 

entirety by reference to the Plan itself, the Disclosure Statement, and all exhibits annexed thereto.  
The statements contained in this Disclosure Statement are made only as of the date hereof.  No 
assurances exist that the statements contained herein will be correct any time hereafter. 
 

The information contained in this Disclosure Statement is included herein for purposes of 
soliciting acceptances of the Plan and may not be relied upon for any purpose other than to 
determine how to vote on the Plan.  No representations concerning the Debtors are authorized by the 
Debtors other than as set forth in this Disclosure Statement.  Any other representations or 
inducements made to solicit your acceptance that are not contained in this Disclosure Statement 
should not be relied upon by you in arriving at your decision to accept or reject the Plan.   
 

With respect to adversary proceedings, contested matters, other actions, or threatened 
actions, this Disclosure Statement shall not constitute or be construed as an admission of any fact or 
liability, stipulation, or waiver; rather, this Disclosure Statement shall constitute statements made in 
connection with settlement negotiations. 
 

This Disclosure Statement shall not be admissible in any non-bankruptcy proceeding 
involving the Debtors or any other party.  Furthermore, this Disclosure Statement shall not be 
construed to be conclusive advice on the legal effects, including, but not limited to the tax effects, of 
the Debtors’ Plan of Reorganization.  You should consult your legal or tax advisor on any questions 
or concerns regarding the tax or other legal consequences of the Plan. 
 

The information contained herein is not the subject of a certified audit and formal appraisals. 
 For the foregoing reason, as well as because of the impossibility of making assumptions, estimates, 
and projections into the future with absolute accuracy, the Debtors are unable to warrant or represent 
that the information contained in this Disclosure Statement is complete and accurate, although every 
reasonable effort has been made to present complete and accurate information.  The Debtors’ records 
are dependent upon internal accounting methods.  The records kept by the Debtors are not warranted 
or represented to be free of any inaccuracy; however, every reasonable effort has been made to 
present accurate information.  As a result, valuations and liabilities are estimated.  Although 
substantial efforts have been made to be complete and accurate, the Debtors are unable to warrant or 
represent the full and complete accuracy of the information contained herein.  Counsel for the 
Debtors has not independently verified any of the information provided by the Debtors and does not 
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make any representations or warranties with respect to the truth or accuracy of any of the 
information presented. 
 

IX.  PAYMENTS UNDER PLAN ARE IN FULL AND FINAL 
SATISFACTION OF DEBT 

 
 Except as otherwise provided in Section 1141 of the Bankruptcy Code, or the Plan, the 
payments and distributions made pursuant to the Plan will be in full and final satisfaction, 
settlement, release, and discharge, as against the Debtors, of any and all claims against, and interests 
in, the Debtors, as defined in the Bankruptcy Code, including, without limitation, any Claim or 
Equity Interest accrued or incurred on or before the Confirmation Date, whether or not (i) a proof of 
claim or interest is filed or deemed filed under Section 501 of the Bankruptcy Code, (ii) such Claim 
or Equity Interest is allowed under Section 501 of the Bankruptcy Code, or (iii) the holder of such 
Claim or Equity Interest has accepted the Plan.  
 

X.  POTENTIAL MATERIAL FEDERAL TAX CONSEQUENCES 
 

The Debtor is a limited liability company that is treated as a partnership for federal and state 
income tax purposes.  As a result, all items of income, gain, loss, deduction, and credit pass through 
to the members of the Debtor in proportion to their membership interests in the Debtor.  There are 
three equal members in the Debtor, J. Franklin Martin, Scott A. Stover, and Matthew A. McDonald.  

 
It is possible that, under the Plan, some debts will be extinguished for less than face amount.  

This would generate cancellation of indebtedness (“COD”) income equal to the difference between 
the amount paid and the amount owed.  COD income generally is excludable from taxable income if 
it occurs in the context of a Chapter 11 bankruptcy.  However, in the context of an entity treated as a 
partnership for tax purposes, the determination of excludability is made at the partner level.  
Therefore, to the extent debts are extinguished, the COD will generate income to the Debtor that will 
be passed through to the members in proportion to their interests.  This income can be excluded from 
income by a member who is in Chapter 11 or is insolvent, in which case, the excluding member must 
reduce other tax attributes, such as basis in depreciable property, net operating losses, etc., in an 
amount equal to the excluded COD income.  In addition, because some of the cancelled debt may 
constitute “qualified real property business indebtedness,” a member may elect to exclude that 
portion of its or his COD income in exchange for a reduction in basis in other depreciable property.  
In either event, the COD income passed through to the members will increase their bases in their 
membership interests, as well as their capital account balances. 

 
The Plan calls for a liquidation of the Debtor’s property over time, with the proceeds going 

towards payment of the Debtor’s debts.  In such event, the Debtor will recognize capital gain or loss 
on the sales in an amount equal to the difference between the amount realized on the sale and the 
Debtors’ adjusted basis in the property sold.  The amount realized will include the amount of any 
nonrecourse indebtedness that is eliminated as a result of the sale.  This income or loss will be 
ordinary in character, because the debtor is a dealer in real property, and its assets constitute 
inventory for income tax purposes.  This gain or loss will be passed through to the members in 
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proportion with their ownership interests, and will produce a commensurate increase or decrease in 
their basis in their interests in the Debtor.   

 
Payments to be made under the Plan will produce the following income tax effects: 
 
- Administrative expenses paid by the Debtor will be deductible by the Debtor, and 

these ordinary deductions should be passed through to the Members.   
- Payment of the principal portion of secured claims generally will not be deductible 

by the Debtor, as it has already been included in the basis of the assets securing the 
debt or applied towards payment of previously deducted expenses.   

- Payment of interest attributable to secured claims will be deductible by the Debtor, to 
the extent such deductions have not already been accrued. 

- Payment of unsecured claims will be deductible by the Debtor to the extent (i) the 
payment thereof would produce a deduction outside of Chapter 11, and (ii) a 
deduction for the subject payment has not already been accrued.  The amount 
realized will include the amount of any nonrecourse indebtedness that is eliminated 
as a result of the sale.  This income or loss will be ordinary in character, because the 
debtor is a dealer in real property, and its assets constitute inventory for income tax 
purposes. 

 
All income recognized by the Debtor will be passed through to its members in proportion to  

their membership interests, and will increase their capital account balances with respect thereto.  
Similarly, all deductions will be passed through to the debtor on a pro rata basis, and will reduce the 
members’ bases in their membership interests and, therefore, their capital account balances.  At this 
time, it is not possible to determine the amount of COD income, other income, and deductible 
expenses that will be incurred prior to completion of the Plan.   

 
The Debtors are North Carolina and South Carolina limited liability companies.  Because 

North Carolina and South Carolina income tax laws follows federal income tax law, the issues 
discussed above generally applies equally to the Debtor and the members for state income tax 
purposes. 

 
For federal income tax purposes, loan creditors who receive principal payments under the 

Plan generally will recognize capital gain or loss in an amount equal to the difference between the 
amount of the principal payments and their bases in their claim.  (A creditor may have a basis in its 
claim that is different from the face amount of the indebtedness as a result of charge-offs, or because 
it acquired its claim for something other than the face amount from the original lender.)  Any interest 
payments received by creditors under the Plan should generate ordinary income to such creditors, to 
the extent such amounts have not already been accrued.   

 
A loan creditor whose debt is significantly modified will be treated as having received a new 

debt instrument in exchange for the old one.  This will be treated as a sale or exchange of the old 
debt for a new instrument with a value determined under IRS rules.  This may result in the 
recognition of capital gain or loss by the debtor in an amount equal to the difference between the 
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value of the new instrument and the creditor’s basis in the claim. 
 
Trade creditors of the Debtor who receive payments under the Plan will recognize federal 

taxable income in a manner consistent with their methods of accounting for receipts of this nature. 
 
Expenses incurred by creditors in connection with the Plan, such as legal, accounting, and 

administrative costs, should be deductible by the creditors in accordance with their methods of 
accounting. 

 
 To the extent creditors are subject to North Carolina or South Carolina income tax, their 
treatment for state tax purposes will generally follow the federal treatment discussed above.  The 
income tax treatment of creditors in states other than North Carolina or South Carolina is beyond the 
scope of this Disclosure Statement. 
 
 CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE:  To comply with requirements imposed by the United States 
Treasury Department and/or IRS, any information regarding any U.S. federal tax matters contained 
in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot 
be used, as advice for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 
promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 
 A formal and thorough written tax opinion would first be required for any tax advice contained in 
this communication to be used to avoid tax related penalties.  Please consult your own tax 
professional.  
 

 XI.  PROVISIONS FOR VOTING ON A PLAN 
 

A. Creditors Allowed to Vote and Deadline.  Creditors holding allowed claims are 
entitled to vote to accept or reject the Debtors’ Plan of Reorganization.  The Court has fixed a date 
by which ballots upon the proposed Plan must be filed with counsel for the Debtors as an agent of 
the Court.  Even though a creditor may not choose to vote, or may vote against the Plan, the creditor 
will be bound by the terms and treatment set forth in the Plan if the Plan is accepted by the requisite 
majorities in each class of creditors and/or is confirmed by the Court.  Creditors who fail to vote will 
not be counted in determining acceptance or rejection of the Plan.  Allowance of a claim or interest 
for voting purposes does not necessarily mean that the claim will be allowed or disallowed for 
purposes of distribution under the terms of the Plan.  Any claim to which an objection has been or 
will be made will be allowed for distribution only after determination by the Court.  Such 
determination of allowed status may be made before or after the Plan is confirmed. 
 

B. Voting Provisions.  In order for the Plan to be accepted by the class of creditors 
holding general unsecured claims (Class 10 (Reorganizing Debtors) Class 9 (Non-Operating 
Debtors) under the Plan), creditors that hold at least two-thirds (2/3) in dollar amount and more than 
one-half (1/2) in the total number of allowed claims of creditors voting on the Plan must accept the 
Plan.  Under certain limited circumstances more fully described in 11 U.S.C. Section 1129(b), the 
Court may confirm the Plan by a “cramdown” notwithstanding the rejection thereof by more than 
one-third (1/3) in amount or one-half (1/2) in number of the creditors voting on the Plan.  The 
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Debtors intend to seek confirmation under 11 U.S.C. Section 1129(b) in the event any class of 
creditors rejects the Plan. 
 

C. Representations Limited.  No representation concerning the Debtors, particularly 
regarding future business operations or the value of the Debtors’ assets, has been authorized by the 
Debtors except as set forth in this statement.  You should not rely on any other representations or 
inducements offered to you to secure your acceptance or decide how to vote on the Plan.  Any 
person making representations or inducements concerning acceptance or rejection of the Plan should 
be reported to counsel for the Debtors. 
 

While every effort has been made to provide the most accurate information available, the 
Debtors are unable to warrant or represent that all information is without inaccuracy.  No known 
inaccuracies are set forth herein.  Further, much of the information contained herein consists of 
projections of future performance.  While every effort has been made to ensure that the assumptions 
are valid and that the projections are as accurate as can be made under the circumstances, the 
Debtors have not undertaken to certify or warrant the absolute accuracy of the projections.  
 

No current formal appraisals have been undertaken of the Debtors’ property for the purpose 
of preparing this Disclosure Statement.  The property values that were assigned and summarized 
below are the Debtor-in-Possession's best estimates of the values of the property as of the time of the 
filing of this Disclosure Statement.  However, the Debtors have sought the opinions of persons 
experienced in valuing property in arriving at its estimates of values.  These values may differ from 
values placed on the property at the time of the filing of the petition for relief and the subsequent 
schedules. 
 
 XII.  ACCEPTANCE AND CONFIRMATION 
 

The Bankruptcy Code requires that the Bankruptcy Court, after notice, hold a hearing to 
consider confirmation of the Plan.  The confirmation hearing will be scheduled at a time and place to 
be determined by the Bankruptcy Court.  The confirmation hearing may be adjourned from time to 
time by the Bankruptcy Court without further notice except for an announcement made at the 
confirmation hearing. 
 

At the confirmation hearing, the Bankruptcy Court will determine whether the requirements 
of Section 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code have been satisfied, in which event the Bankruptcy Court 
will enter an order confirming the Plan.  These requirements include determinations by the 
Bankruptcy Court that (i) the Plan has classified Claims in a permissible manner; (ii) the Plan is in 
the “best interests” of all Creditors; (iii) the Plan is feasible; (iv) the Plan has been accepted by the 
requisite number and amount of Creditors in each Class entitled to vote on the Plan, or that the Plan 
may be confirmed without such acceptances; (v) the Plan and its proponent comply with various 
technical requirements of the Bankruptcy Code; (vi) the Debtors have proposed the Plan in good 
faith; (vii) any payments made or promised in connection with the Plan are subject to the approval of 
the Bankruptcy Court as reasonable; and (viii) the Plan provides specified recoveries for certain 
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priority claims.  The Debtors believe that all of these conditions have been or will be met prior to the 
Confirmation hearing. 
 
A. Classification of Claims.  The Bankruptcy Code requires that a plan place each creditor's 
claim in a class with “substantially similar” claims.  The Debtors believe that the Plan's classification 
of claims complies with the requirements of the Bankruptcy Code and applicable case law. 
 
B. The Best Interests Test.  Notwithstanding acceptance of the Plan in accordance with 
Section 1126 of the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Court must find, whether or not any party in 
interest objects to Confirmation, that the Plan is in the best interests of the Creditors.  Bankruptcy 
courts have generally defined “best interests” as the Bankruptcy Code's requirement that, under any 
plan of reorganization, each member of an impaired class of creditors must receive or retain, on 
account of its claim, property of a value, as of the effective date of the plan, that is not less than the 
amount such creditor would receive or retain if the Debtors were liquidated under chapter 7 of the 
Bankruptcy Code.  The Debtors believe that the Plan is in the best interests of all Creditors. 
 

To determine what the Creditors would receive if the Debtors were liquidated under chapter 
7, the dollar amount that would be generated from the liquidation of the Debtors’ assets in a chapter 
7 liquidation case needs to be considered.  The amount that would be available for the satisfaction of 
Claims would consist of the Debtors’ interest in the net proceeds resulting from the disposition of 
the Estate's assets, augmented by the Debtors’ interest in the cash on hand.  The Estate's interest 
would be further reduced by the amount of any Secured Claims, the costs and expenses of the 
liquidation, and such additional Administrative Claims and Priority Claims that may result from the 
termination of the Debtors’ business.   
 

The costs of liquidation under chapter 7 would become Administrative Claims with the 
highest priority against the proceeds of liquidation.  Such costs would include the fees payable to a 
chapter 7 trustee, as well as those that might be payable to attorneys, financial advisors, appraisers, 
accountants and other professionals that such a trustee may engage to assist in the liquidation.   
 

After satisfying Administrative Claims arising in the course of the chapter 7 liquidation, the 
proceeds of the liquidation would then be payable to satisfy any unpaid expenses incurred during the 
time the Case was pending under chapter 11, including compensation for the Debtors, attorneys, 
financial advisors, appraisers, accountants and other professionals retained by the Debtors.
 

For the reasons discussed above, the Debtors have concluded that the Plan provides Creditors 
with a recovery that has a present value at least equal to the present value of the distribution that 
such Person would receive if the Estate were liquidated under chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code. 
 
C. Feasibility of the Plan.  Section 1129(a)(11) of the Bankruptcy Code requires a judicial 
determination that confirmation of the Plan will not likely be followed by liquidation or the need for 
further financial reorganization of the Debtors or any other successor to the Debtors under the Plan, 
unless such liquidation or reorganization is proposed in the Plan.  The Debtors believe that the 
Debtors will be able to meet its obligations under the Plan. 
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D. Confirmation.  The Plan may be confirmed if the holders of impaired Classes of Claims 
accept the Plan.  Classes of Claims that are not impaired are deemed to have accepted the Plan.  A 
Class is impaired if the legal, equitable or contractual rights attaching to the Claims or interests of 
that Class are modified other than by curing defaults and reinstating maturities or by full payment in 
cash.     
 

The Bankruptcy Code defines acceptance of a plan by a class of claims as acceptance by the 
holders of two-thirds in dollar amount and a majority in number of allowed claims in that class.  This 
calculation includes only those holders of claims who actually vote to accept or reject the Plan.  
Votes on the Plan are being solicited only from holders of Allowed Claims in impaired Classes who 
are expected to receive distributions. 
 

In the event that an impaired Class does not accept the Plan, the Bankruptcy Court may 
nevertheless confirm the Plan at the Debtor's request if (i) all other requirements of Section 1129(a) 
of the Bankruptcy Code are satisfied, and (ii) as to each impaired Class that has not accepted the 
Plan, the Bankruptcy Court determines that the Plan “does not discriminate unfairly” and is “fair and 
equitable” with respect to such non-accepting Class.  THE DEBTORS BELIEVE THAT THE 
PLAN IS IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF ALL CREDITORS AND STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDS THAT ALL PARTIES ENTITLED TO VOTE CAST THEIR BALLOTS IN 
FAVOR OF ACCEPTING THE PLAN.  Nevertheless, the Debtors have requested that the 
Bankruptcy Court confirm the Plan over the rejection of any non-accepting Class in the event all 
other elements of Section 1129(a) of the Bankruptcy Code are satisfied.  
 

A plan “does not discriminate unfairly” if the legal rights of a non-accepting class are treated 
in a manner that is consistent with the treatment of other classes whose legal rights are intertwined 
with those of the non-accepting class, and no class receives payments in excess of that which it is 
legally entitled to receive.  The Debtors believe that, under the Plan, all holders of impaired Claims 
are treated in a manner that is consistent with the treatment of other holders of Claims with which 
any of their legal rights are intertwined.  Accordingly, the Debtors believe the Plan does not 
discriminate unfairly as to any impaired class of Claims. 
 

The condition that a plan be “fair and equitable” generally requires that an impaired class 
that has not accepted the plan must receive certain specified recoveries, as set forth in Section 
1129(b)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code.  The Debtors believe that the Plan meets the thresholds 
specified in this section of the Bankruptcy Code. 
 
 
 XIII.  EFFECT OF CONFIRMATION  
 

A. Vesting of Property.  Except as otherwise provided in the Plan, the confirmation of 
the Plan vests all of the property of the estate in the Debtors.   
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B. Injunction.  As of the Confirmation Date, except as otherwise provided in the Plan or 
the Confirmation Order, all persons that have held, currently hold, or may hold a claim, equity 
interest, or other debt or liability that is treated pursuant to the terms of the Plan or that is otherwise 
enjoined pursuant to Section 1141 of the Code, are enjoined from taking any of the following actions 
on account of any such claims, equity interests, debtors or liabilities, other than actions brought to 
enforce obligations under the Plan: (i) commencing or continuing in any manner any action or other 
proceeding; (ii) enforcing, attaching, collecting, or recovering in any manner any judgment, award, 
decree or order; (iii) creating, perfecting, or enforcing any lien or encumbrance; (iv) asserting a 
setoff or right of recoupment of any kind against any debt, liability, or obligation; (v) commencing 
or continuing, in any manner or in any place, any action that does not comply with or is inconsistent 
with the provisions of the Plan or the Confirmation order. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Plan 
does not release or waive any claims it may have against any party in interest.  
 
 XIV.  RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION 
 
THE DEBTORS BELIEVE THAT THE PLAN PROVIDES THE GREATEST RECOVERY 
TO CREDITORS AND IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF CREDITORS, THEREFORE, THE 
DEBTORS RECOMMEND THAT ALL CREDITORS VOTE TO ACCEPT THE PLAN. 
 

XV.  OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
TO CREDITORS AND PARTIES IN INTEREST 

 
Additional motions, affidavits, orders or other documentation that might be of interest to any 

holder of a claim against the Debtors in this proceeding are shown on the docket sheets maintained 
by the Clerk's office.  Copies of the docket sheets and actual items can be obtained from the office of 
the Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court: 
 

Peggy B. Deans, Clerk 
U.S. Bankruptcy Court 

1760-A Parkwood Blvd. W 
Wilson, NC  27893-3564 

252-237-0248 
 
 
 
 

(this space intentionally left blank) 



 

Respectfully submitted, this the 19th day of December, 2008. 
 
 
 

s/Trawick H. Stubbs, Jr. 
TRAWICK H. STUBBS, JR. 
N.C. State Bar No. 4221 
 
s/Laurie B. Biggs 
LAURIE B. BIGGS 
N.C. State Bar No. 31845 
 
STUBBS & PERDUE, P.A. 
Attorneys for Debtors 
P.O. Box 1654 
New Bern, NC  28563 
(252) 633-2700 
 
 
EAGLES TRACE, LLC    
AUMOND GLEN, LLC   
  
BACK CREEK FARMS SUBDIVISION, LLC 
SADDLEBROOK SUBDIVISION, LLC  
CHANDLER OAKS, LLC    
KELSEY GLEN, LLC    
MYERS MILL, LLC    
RIVER CHASE SUBDIVISION, LLC   
THE HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION, LLC   
THE RAPIDS AT BELMEADE, LLC  
WATER MILL, LLC   
LISMORE PARK, LLC    
THE VILLAGE AT WINDSOR CREEK, LLC 
OLD TOWNE, LLC   
CALEDONIA SUBDIVISION, LLC  
  
By: s/Scott A. Stover 
Scott A. Stover 
Member Manager 
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Date Amount Development Rate Position
December 20, 2007 $250,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
January 9, 2008 $350,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
January 17, 2008 $100,000 LandCraft Management

*from Martin-Grimes
0.0% unsecured

February 12, 2008 $150,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
February 28, 2008 $350,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
March 17, 2008 $225,000 Eagle Creek 20.0% 2nd
April 3, 2008 $300,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
July 23, 2008 $26,625 Aumond Glen 0.0% DIP
July 23, 2008 $23,875 Back Creek Farms 0.0% DIP
July 23, 2008 $60,250 Eagle Creek 0.0% DIP
July 23, 2008 $30,625 Eagles Trace 0.0% DIP
July 23, 2008 $36,250 Saddlebrook 0.0% DIP
August 11, 2008 $50,000 The Heights 6.0% 3rd
August 11, 2008 $50,000 Lismore Park (Phase II) 6.0% 3rd
August 11, 2008 $50,000 Water Mill 6.0% 3rd
August 13, 2008 $30,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
August 28, 2008 $125,000 Water Mill 6.0% 3rd
September 2, 2008 $10,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
September 11, 2008 $150,000 Chandler Oaks 6.0% 3rd
October 17, 2008 $1,000 River Chase 0.0% DIP
October 17, 2008 $1,000 Saddlebrook 0.0% DIP
November 25, 2008 $20,000 LandCraft Management 0.0% unsecured
TOTAL $2,389,625

Landcraft Only: $1,530,000

Debtors Only: $829,625

EXHIBIT D - J. Franklin Martin Contributions
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